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ABSTRACT Phenomenαof speech quαlity being hαrdly d，αmαged from surrounding noise 
mcompαrison with SNR or segmentαlSNRaremαny times encountered in ru凡ηLηgvehicu-
lars orαirbornes even if the communicαtion is carried withoutαπyencη'ptions. This dif -
ference between these evαluαtionsαnd speech quαlity is comes from so called mαsking ef-
fect， which stroπglyαppeαrsωhe凡 commumcαtionsbeing cαrried through such noise with 
high frequency componentαs in running vehiculαrs or airbornes. Especiαly， the mαsking 
effect strongly αppeαrs when encη'ption is employed to preveπt communicαtion security 
fromjeopαrdyαccording to genius of humαπvoice. At first， in this pα:per，αneωestimation 
method of speech quαlity is proposed with bαse on the Zwicker' s method to evαluαte quαlitα白
tive speech degradαtion when vαrwuseηcryptions being employed. The isomorphic emphα-
sis previously reported by one of this pα:per' s authors， issecondly discussed to quαntitαtive -
lyevaluαte the effect in improving speech quαlity over poor rαdio chαnnels when encヮption
is employed. Theαmount of improving speech quαlity by employing isomorphic emphasis 
over radio channel ωith spectrum inversion is count up to 12 dB through both theoretical 
αnαlysis and experimentαl results. 
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UNTRODUCTION 
Accompanying social advances叩 ddi versifi-
cation， itbecomes to be eag巴rto take commu-
nication on vehiculars， airbornes， and etc. 
The user of these vehicular communication 
systems finds merit in being able to place and 
receive calls whenever or wherever he wants. 
However， since these calls is carried by radio 
waves， itis easy to eavesdrop on them， placing 
their confidentiality in jeopardy. To overcome 
this demerit， the idea of adding an encryption 
function to radio communications has been in-
vestigated from various approaches. However， 
as is common with most radio communication 
systems to which as encryption function has 
been added， the spectrum scrambler requires 
sacrifice in speech quality. The increase of ef働
fective modulation d己viationproduced in the 
spectrum scrambling process is a major cause 
of transmission SNR degradation. Therefore， 
it is necessary to avoid this increase in effective 
PM index when providing an encryption func -
tion to a communication system. 
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The isomorphic emphasis suppresses in-
crease of the effective modulation on spectrum 
scrambled channels， to reduce fading noise 
over poor radio channels， and also to avoid any 
installation of arbitrary spectrum scramble 
circuit. Furthermore， ithas strongness in this 
production since both sending and receiving 
emphasis being equal in implementations. 
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The following sections will eva1uate quanti-
tative1y noise reduction effect of isomorphic 
emphasis over encryption channe1 with spec-
trum scramb1ing according to the method 
proposed in this paper. 
2. THE CONCEPT OF QUANTITATIVELY 
MEASURING SPEECH QUALITY 
As well known， there exists two measuring 
methods in audiometric 1eve1 for wide1y spread 
spectrum of time continuous noise， 1.Stevens' 
method which introduces 10udness index as 
describing function corresponding to both fre・
quency and sound pressure 1eve1， 2.Zwicker's 
method based on the mode1 of the using stimu・
1us patten on critica1 band[ 1 J. 
Now， we propose new measuring method of 
speech qua1ity based on Zwicker's method in 
the case both signal and noise being spectrum. 
Same as to Zwicker's method， 1et sound pres-
sure 1eve1 of noise be SPLω， noise power of 
critical band ibe EGi' that is， noise 1eve1 of 
the same critica1 band is defined by 
工<Ji(phon)， equiva1ent sound pressure 1eve1 be ・
ing LEQirespective1y. The田町edefined as fo1・
1ows. 
EG4=fZSPLω4 (1) 
工<Ji= 101oglOEGi (2) 
LEGi=LGi+δLGi・ (3) 
.J: 
o 1 2 3 H i i+l 2324 
Critical band index 
Fig.l Auditory stimulus pattern model 
Here， fLi. and fUiare the infimum and supre-
mum of each critica1 band i .δLGi is scaling 
factor for equiva1ent sound pressure 1eve1 at 1 
kHz. 
Where the stimu1us is given by NGi (sone)of 
noise Lav trapezoid area SGi shown in fig.1， 
audiometric excitation owing to NGiis given 
as follows. 
お =2VCaliMSGizt(向 +l)hil~ 附
Here， h;， 釦 dn; means height and base 1ength 
of thetrapezoid i 
In eq.4， h;，and n;are given by 
hi-4lVGi -一(n; + 1) 
ni = 100田01ω(Loi-20)
(5) 
(6) 
The stimu1us NGi is defined by 工αasfollows. 
1og2(NGi) = 0.03(Lai -40)， if LGi注20
(7) 
Nα= 0， else. 
SGalso expresses total square measure， SG 
whose amount is given by summing up on 24th 
trapezoid areas S.ω-SG23 as shown in fig.1. 
Therefore， theSG corresponding to tota1 stimu・
1usNGis given by 
Nn= SG 
u 2暗 (8) 
The equiva1ent sound pressure 1eve1 LEQ of 
き
Freq.J由ncy
Fig.2 Characteristics both of signa1 and noise 
for transmission signa1s 
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stimulus Nc is finally given as， 
_ loglQNo 
'EQ -一一一一一+400.03 
(9) 
When communication is carried over vehicu -
lar te1ephone systems， speech is a1ways suf-
fered from fading noise. Both signa1 and Iad-
ing noise of transmission signals are featured 
as shown in fig.2 from the spectrum patten on 
the base band at the receiving site. The noise 
is audible on the frequency if noise power ex-
ceeds more than that of signal. In other 
wards， noise is masked by signal at where 
noise power is 1ess than signal power on the 
same frequency domain. Therefore， we can 
reach to new solution in getting quantitative 
measuring method through analyzing LEQ as 
shown in fig.2 following to Zwicker's method圃
Zwicker's method is required to stand on time 
continuous signals， while the dominate com-
ponent of noise is fading in vehicular commu-
PM Chane I 
Fig園3Consideration 01 Isomorphic Emphαs~s 
Spectrum Scrambling System 
? ?????? ?ー ??????
nications. In the case when vehicu1ar runs at 
40 km/s speed， the fading pitch comes up to 40 
Hz at 800 MHz of current systems. Therefore， 
it becomes reasonable to analyze such discrete 
fading noise as continuous noise. 
3. COMP ARISON OF THE EXISTING EN開
CRYPTION SYSTEM AND THE ISOMOR-
PHIC EMPHASIS ENCRYPTION SYSTEM 
3.1 Transmission Circuit 
The block diagram with the !somorphic Em-
phasis Spectrum Scrambling Encryption sys-
tem (ab. in IESSE system) is shown in fig.3. 
As shown in fig.3， the IESSE syst巴m is fea-
tured of installing order in signal-Processing 
Half Unit (ab. in PHU) at both sending and 
receiving sites. That is， pre -emphasis at 
sending site is prefixed to the scrambler S[ * ] 
in similar to ordinally sequence. De -empha-
sis at receiving site is also prefix巴dto the de 
Fig.4 Typical long -time αverαge 01 humαn 
VOLce 
PM Chanel 
ペノ ??????? ?????? ????
Fig.5 s:ッstemCo孔ifiguration01 Spectrum Scnαmbling Transmission 
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scramble S-l[寸 inthe receiving PHU. Both 
pre -emphasis and de -emphasis are uniquely 
given by the unique isomorphic emphasis 
Hiω固
Now， consider circuit configuration of the 
IESSE system briefly. Where input signal is 
Gω ， the square amplitude function Hiωof 
isomorphic emphasis is given 
Hiω =S[GωJ/Gω (10) 
here， S[Gω] isscrambled signal of Gω 
Let assume the spectrum scramble being spec -
trum inversion， S[Gω] isgiven as， 
S[G(f)J=G仏一刀 (11) 
where fois pivotal frequency of spectrum in-
versw叫ん=!L+fuJu，丘isthe infimum or 
supremumeηds ofthefrequency band， respec-
tively圃
Typical long -term average of human voice 
exhibits predominantly f-2 characteristic as 
shown in fig.4. Therefore， the square ampli-
tude function Hiωof isomorphic em抽出1S1S 
consequently given by 
Hiω=j2(ん一刀 2 (12) 
The output signal S[旦ωG(f)Jof the PHU is 
modified as follows， 
F同Channel
つn?X
Fig.6 Comparison of transmission s:ystem for 
speech encηption. (<α)IESSE System (b )ESSE 
System 
Table.l An αnαlysis resultforαuditory stimu -
lus of inverse triαngle noise power. 
cr川田1band 
No. band band背idthLGi (dB) LEGi (phon) NGi (so問)
4 295-395 100(95) 69町。 65.0 5自21
51395司 503 108 67.3 64.3 E司36
自 503-625 120 65.8 自3.8 5.18 
7 625-75 130 64.4 63目4 5.04 
8 1 755-90 145 63.2 62.2 4目63
9 I 900-1060 160 62.2 自2.2 <.63 
10 1060司1250 190 61司5 61. 5 4.42 
1 1250-1460 210 60.5 60.5 4.12 
12 1460-1700 240 59町B 59.8 3目93
13 17ω 1ー9叩 270 59.0 59.0 3.72 
14 1970-2290 320 58.5 58.5 s目59
15 2290-2670 380 57.9 57.9 3.44 
16 2670-3120 450(330) 56.0 56.0 3.02 
L一一 NG 初.6(son，) 
S[HiωGωJ = S[f2的-X)-2Gω] (13) 
Substituting variable x into ん-f， itgives， 
S[HiωGω] x-2uも-X)2GUも-x)
(14) 
r2Su2G(f)J 
Equation 14 suggest that the PHU is realized 
with canonical form of cascading a differentia-
tor， an arbitrary spectrum scramble， and an 
integrator as show in fig .5. 
For ease of realizing PM modulator， itis 
equivalently r日alizedwith prepositioning a dif -
ferentiator to FM modulator， and the PM de-
modulator being also realiz巴dwith postposi-
tioning an integrator to FM demodulator as 
ト Speech ，"，Speech I，"Sp信号ch
fd'/芳男努材 fu fL b;坊間'77.1f u f L防=1fυ
Noise 
(a) Invers号
Triangle 
Noise 
(b) Flat 
Noise 
(c)Tr i angI e 
Fig固7Typical poωer spectrum of the f(αding -
nOLse 
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shown in fig .5. 80 long as these equivalent cir-
cuits being adopted to IESSE systems， both the 
integrator and differentiator are canceled out 
among equivalent circuit and PHU at each 
site， ifonly if both are ideal on the subjective 
frequency domain. 
Finally， we g自tsimple configuration for 
IE8SE system as shown in fig.6(a)， wh邑reall 
of expressive circuits are excluded from real-
ization. 
As just mention巴daboves， the isomorphic 
emphasis is facilitated in factor without in司
stalling any additional circuits， which makes 
the cost benefit maximum in app1ying it to 
spectrum scrambling system. As shown 
clearly in fig .6， only installing order of IES8E 
shown in fig .6( a) is different from that of 
without emphasis Existing Spectrum Scram司
bling Encryption system (ab. in ESSE system) 
shown in fig .6(b)， even if there exists such the 
sam日 elementsas differentiator， scrambl邑r，
and FMTxat sending site， or as FJvIRX， de-
scrambler， and an integrator at receiving site 
[2，3]. 
3.2 Effective Modulation 
Now， we consider the effective modulation to 
know how being suppr巴ssedoccupied frequen嶋
cy bandwidth. Set DiVPM to be effective modu-
lation index of PM transmission without en-
cryption， DiVES to be that of ES8E， and DivIE 
??
?????
?????
12目OdB
IESSE System 
Fig.8 Chαracteristic of equivalent sound pres -
sure leuel us signαl-to -noise Tiαtio 
Tαble固2Audiometric leuels for three typical 
spectrumpαterns of the fi.αding noise. 
Paternot Inverse Flat Iri伺16i 冊IS6母actr四 Iri"唱19
Zl1icker's闘t叫(s棚) 加.6 3回目 40.61 
Analyzed val出
Relativellicatio(唖) 3. 10.5 
JIS-A(IEC-A) (畠) 国45 -43目5 -41 
Measure胴nt
val出 出IR (dl) -29 -26 -21 
。IN(恥l鈎) (dl) -30 -27 
I band国idthfr問。.3t03目。kHz
to be that of IES8E. These indexes are given 
as follows 
EυpM=JZf2Gω4 
mum=Jj:f2S[GωJdf 
(15) 
(16) 
DiUIE=itsLfZGUlldf (17) 
For clarity of discussing in modu1ation in-
crease， the scrambling is assumed without any 
10ss of generality to be spectrum inversion 
which gives the maximum incr巴asingeffective 
modu1ation. 
DiUES ff2S[GωJdf 
Jffbω-f)df 
(18) 
DiuIE JISU2GωJdf 
JZω一刀2G伯刀4
substitutexニ10-λdx= -df 
(19) 
J2dG(z)(一dx)
fj:fZGω4 
DiUPM 
Eq園19guarantees the isomorphic emphasis be-
ing maintable in effective modulation index 
wherever any scramble ar己 adoptedinto its 
transmission systems 
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4. NOISE REDUCTION EFFECT 
Typical power spectrum of fading noise gener-
ated through various transmission system are 
categorized in fig. 7. U pper side of each figure 
means speech component and lower means 
noise. Fig.7(a) shows the typical pattern for 
PM receiving signals which features two in圃
verse triangles along to frequency axis， fig.7 
(b) shows FM signals which features flat spec・
trum of fading noise，回dfig.7(c) shows PM 
signals which is featured of inverse triangle of 
speech and of normal triangle of noise when 
spectrum inversion being employed in such 
ESSE systems. Now， we quantitatively com-
pare audiometric levels of these typical power 
spectrums shown in fig. 7 ( a)， (b)，( c ) ，under 
following assumption that these patterns being 
compensated to be equal in sound pressure 
level SPL ，inverse triangle of fig.7(a) being 
described withr2， flat of fig.7(b) being unity， 
normal triangle of fig. 7 (c) being defined by 
的一刀~ An analysis result for audiometric 
stimulus cd' inverse triangle noise power is 
shown in table.1. Audiometric levels for three 
typical spectrum patterns of the fading noise 
are analyzed as shown in table.2. The audio-
metric stimulus of inverse triangle is given as 
30.6 sone， that of flat is 33.9 sone， and that of 
triangle is 40.6 sone. 
The most superior speech quality is given 
when noise shape is inverse triangle pattern， 
and the most inferior speech quality is given 
when noise is normal triangle pattern. The 
difference in speech quality is given by more 
than 10 dB. These terms are also examined to 
be similar to MOS value and also ensured by 
another measuring criteria givenly ref.4，5. 
The speech quality is shown to be most hard-
ly damaged from spectrum inversion in com-
parison with three typical noise pattern even if 
with common speech spectrum. Therefore， 
noise suppression effect is hereafter quantita・
tively analyzed under assumption with em帽
ploying isomorphic emphasis， i.e.， being con-
cerned with IESSE systems. The long -term 
average of fading noise is white before scram・
bling. This frequency characteristics of the 
white is stil remained in any spectrum 
scrambling processing. Therefore， itis easy 
to conjecture that the spectrum of being white 
contained in the output of the scrambler which 
is able to integrate output signal would have 
an j-2 characteristic of inverse七riangleas 
shown in fig.7(a). Therefore， IESSE system 
guarantees that the frequency characteristic of 
noise power is maintained during any kind of 
spectrum scrambling to give no excessive au-
diometric stimulus as shown in table.2. 
The quantitative amount of improving 
speech quality by employing isomorphic em-
phasis in the spectrum inversion encryption is 
shown in fig.8 as the characteristic of equiva-
lent sound pressure level vs. signal-to -noise 
rate. Here， human voice speech is assumed to 
be given by r2， noise of IESSE system is as-
sumed to be proportional to j-2， and noise of 
ESSE system is given by inverted form of 
(ん一刀マ Theequivalent sound pressure level 
of the IESSE system is less than七hatof the 
ESSE system over all range of SNR. The 
IESSE system is recognized to improve au-
diometric level of speech quality by more than 
12 dB at the range of SNR being from 30 to 0 
dB， and by more than 6 dB from 40 to 30 dB. 
5. CONCLUSION 
In this paper， isomorphic emphasis is quanti-
tatively analyzed its effect of suppressing noise 
to prevent speech quality from degradations. 
Modifying Zwicker's method， audiometric 
stimulus is calculated for typical three noise 
spectrum patterns generated through PM 
transmission system， FM one， and with spec-
trum inversion as the most hardly damaged 
among various spectrum scrambling. 
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Whatever scrambler being employed into 
transmission for implementation of speech se -
curity， isomorphic emphasis guarante巴sthe 
speech quality by up to 12dB in comparison 
with without isomorphic emphasis function. 
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